USS DON JOHNSON, NCC-61701
SD 10409.16
Sugridoo, Part IV


SUMMARY: The senior officers of the Don Johnson have all reunited a board the shuttle Midway, after learning that their starship has been stolen. Leaving the majority of the crew and support staff in the "good hands" of the Sugaridooians, they have followed an ion trail which has lead them to where their ship is, in low orbit around a medium gas giant being kept company by a Ferengi D'Kora Class marauder. After slipping aboard unnoticed and are making ready to take back their starship. The Don Johnson is still largely powered down; there is breathable air, minimal lighting, and artificial gravity. The impulse engines have been used to get the DJ to this point, but even they have since been shut down, most everything on the ship is shut down.

Host Loren says:
   <<<<<RESUME:  SUGARIDOO PART IV>>>>>>

CSO Sea says:
::Exits shuttle and opens tricorder::

CSO Sea says:
::Goes to access panel to assess the state of the main computer::

CO Hawkes says:
::Grabs a second phaser, and exits the shuttle::

XO_Adrel says:
::Keeps a close distance to the CO to protect him::

CSO Sea says:
::Opens panel to main computer::

CO Hawkes says:
::Walks over and looks over the CSO's shoulder::

MO Lea says:
::Slips her hand inside her medkit, making certain the extra phaser is there, then secures it closed and follows the team out of the shuttle::

FCO Arca says:
::Closing Midway’s hatch and returning to the controls::

OPS Pino says:
::Looks to the MO.::  MO: Well It would seem we have some work to do.....

CSO Sea says:
::Looking for intruder control circuits::

CO Hawkes says:
::Scans the shuttle bay::

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Follows behind the CO::

FCO Arca says:
::Firing thruster to bridge the shuttle around to cover the away team::

CSO Sea says:
::Scanning for Barium particles::

Qualiak says:
::On the DJ::

OPS Pino says:
::With tricorder in one hand and phaser at the ready for the other hand reacquaints herself with the surroundings.::

XO_Adrel says:
CTO: Lt, since we are in enemy territory even if on our ship, how about we split the watching/defending tasks and let the CSO and CO do their job while we protect them?

CO Hawkes says:
CTO: See if you can disable the phaser fire alarms.

MO Lea says:
OPS: Undoubtedly.  Let's get our feet on solid ground, first.  ::Enters the shuttle bay and feels the reassuring "Thsuck" of her boots connecting with the deck::

CSO Sea says:
CO: Computer higher functions are offline lower functions are operational

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: ::Nods:: What does that give us?

FCO Arca says:
::Tries to connect shuttle computer to DJ's computer::

Qualiak says:
::In Engineering preparing to steal Trilithium Resin::

CSO Sea says:
CO: Higher functions of the computer involve complex replication, Command, Systems , Weapon System, Warp Drive and Transporters, lower functions are more maintenance, Life 
signs in Eng and Bridge only

CO Hawkes says:
ALL: Bridge team, head out and get in position. Wait for my signal before attacking. We need to coordinate the timing of our attacks.

CTO_Beokeown says:
XO: You’re the boss, I just do what you tell me. :: Brings up his phaser::

XO_Adrel says:
::Puts her phase at stun and looks around in a protective and defensive manner::

MO Lea says:
::Listens carefully to the CO's command and nods::

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: Figures. ::Grins wryly::

OPS Pino says:
MO: Looks like we are going to have to take the long way, are you ready for some exercise?

CSO Sea says:
CO: It is a foregone conclusion that the self-destruct program is offline, we would have to manually self-destruct such as open the Antimatter pods

Qualiak says:
*Bridge Team*: Secure the ship best you can. Cut vent atmosphere on certain decks if you have to.

CO Hawkes says:
MO/OPS: Let me know when you're in position.

FCO Arca says:
Self: Damn systems are offline

MO Lea says:
::Orients the bridge and deck layout in her mind...good thing she studied it before arriving:: CO: Yes sir.

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Gets his phaser ready by putting it on the right setting::

MO Lea says:
OPS: Yes. Nice introduction to our ship....getting to know it.  Ready?

CSO Sea says:
CO: We might be able to fool the Ferengi by covertly jettisoning the Core and convince them it was a mistake by them

OPS Pino says:
::Goes to a Jeffery's Tube hatch and opens it carefully.:: MO: After you.. ::Motions to the open hatch and up.::

XO_Adrel says:
CTO: Since you are the best at disabling alarms, do it and I'll guard you three

MO Lea says:
::"Ah...":: OPS: ::Cordially:: Thank you.  ::Grasp a rung and begins climbing::

CSO Sea says:
::Looks thoughtful::

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: Not a bad idea, but we're going to need that.

CTO_Beokeown says:
XO: If you feel that’s best, can you tell what console I should try to disable it from?

OPS Pino says:
::Tries to reconfigure her tricorder to read information about the ships systems and biosigns.::

Qualiak says:
::Begins extracting resin::

OPS Pino says:
;:Follows the MO as they make their way up.::

CSO Sea says:
CO: We wont need it until the ship is ours, in the mean time, it will keep the DJ here, and.... the Ferengi will be distracted trying to get it back

XO_Adrel says:
CTO: This one ::points to a console::

FCO Arca says:
::Checks over systems and seats back in the chair::

XO_Adrel says:
CTO: If you need help let me know. :: resumes her security task::

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: True. But when the ship is ours, then we are going to need it. Probably rather quickly.

CSO Sea says:
CO: Sir, A cold start is still a cold start we cannot cold start and fight

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Moves his rifle to his side, and hopes that the XO actually watches his backside as he works on getting the alarms offline.::

Qualiak says:
*Core Team*: Get one with it Dracos.  Starfleet is coming.

FCO Arca says:
::Makes a low level scan::

CSO Sea says:
CO: The most we can do is fight a delaying action until help arrives

MO Lea says:
::Clambers up the ladder quickly, with an even stride::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Ferengi on the bridge have numerous panels pulled open, length of optical cable pulled out along with control chips

XO_Adrel says:
::This is during tasks likes this she wishes she had an eye behind her head... tries her best to look everywhere, with her phaser ready to shoot::

OPS Pino says:
::Concentrating on her tricorder while climbing trying to get information while keeping her peripheral senses on alert.::

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: The last thing I want to be doing is retrieving our core. It's not a bad idea, but we'll have to come up with something else.

MO Lea says:
OPS: By the way, I'm Doctor Lea.  ::Continues climbing, her eyes quickly shifting from the rungs she is handles to the goal - the top of the shaft::

Qualiak says:
*Bridge Team*: Repel boarders. There is a bonus in it for everyone you kill.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  A Ferengi in engineering overhears a transmission from a comrade and readies his weapon

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Feels his hands shake a bit, but continues on::

CSO Sea says:
CO: It is certain we cannot fight the Ferengi starship, nor can we run.  However I await your 
instructions

OPS Pino says:
OPS: I know. ::Smiles.::  We have been expecting you.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  CTO is successful in disabling internal security countermeasures

OPS Pino says:
;:Puts her finger to her lips as they close in on the top access hatch and motions to the hatch while trying to get readings on the tricorder.::

Qualiak says:
::Extracts the resin::

MO Lea says:
::Pauses at mid-deck two:: OPS: ::Surprised:: Really?  ::On second thought, motions for silence and carefully removes her first phaser::

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Lets out a sigh of relieve:: XO: I got the internal countermeasures down.  We are a go

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: What do we know about the Ferengi on this ship.  Are they in suits?

CSO Sea says:
Captain: We have been detected, the Berium can likely shield us from transporters

FCO Arca says:
::Putting scans info on screen

XO_Adrel says:
CTO: Great!    CO: Sir, alarms are down.

CSO Sea says:
CO: Unknown, they appear to have devices which counteract the Berium in a local area such as the bridge and ME

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: Great!

CTO_Beokeown says:
XO: Shhh, keep your voice down

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: Do you have access to the Anesthezine gas controls?

Qualiak says:
*All teams*: Cut off the Federation advance. Vent atmosphere on any decks with Federation Forces. There is a bonus for everyone, a bonus on how many you kill.

XO_Adrel says:
:: Doesn't make a comment  and resumes her position ::

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Shakes his head at the XO's foolishness::

MO Lea says:
::Very quietly:: OPS: Hold here until a signal you. I'm going to take deck 2 to the starboard Jeffries tube. We can enter from two directions, increase surprise element.

CSO Sea says:
CO: All intruder security measures have been deactivated by the CTO, intruder control is also a higher function, I theorize that the Ferengi starship is providing scanning information on us

OPS Pino says:
::Nods to her and shows her the tricorder reading of the bridge before she moves away.::

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: Ok.

Qualiak says:
::Begins work on another tank of resin::

CO Hawkes says:
*MO/OPS*: We've been detected. If you're in position. Go.

CSO Sea says:
::Walking towards ME::

CO Hawkes says:
XO,CSO, CTO: Let's go.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  A Ferengi in ME hears footfalls, moves to investigate

OPS Pino says:
::Looks to the MO and whispers.:: MO: Its now or never, let's go together.

FCO Arca says:
@Computer: Are we able to locate and beam intruders?

XO_Adrel says:
::Nods and follows::

CSO Sea says:
::Stays in the Berium concentration and hides::

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Follows and draws his phaser again::

CSO Sea says:
::Hand signals to CO all stop, 1 person::

MO Lea says:
::Opens her eyes in surprise, then notes the comm from Hawkes:: OPS: Scratch that.  I'll get the ones in front, you get the ones in the back. Let's go.

MO Lea says:
OPS: You open the hatch, I'll emerge first.

Qualiak says:
*ALLTEAMS*: Repel boarders, time to earn your bonuses.

CO Hawkes says:
::Readies his phaser::

CSO Sea says:
::Takes a knee, affixes bayonet::

MO Lea says:
OPS: Use the hatch as a shield.

Host Loren says:
<COMPUTER> @  FCO:  Negative, signal interference is inhibiting transporter function

Qualiak says:
::Grabs his disruptor and awaits the hewmans::

MO Lea says:
::Quickly knocks the setting of her phaser up to heavy stun and prepares to fire::

OPS Pino says:
::Makes it up the last rung and opens the hatch, phaser out and aimed, keeping her body away from the opening.::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  More Ferengi in engineering start to get nervous, even a little trigger happy

FCO Arca says:
@Computer: If we got closer to target will that be able to cut through the interference?

MO Lea says:
::Immediately shoots at the first two Ferengi she spots, and pulls back behind the side of the hatch while waiting for the immediately counterattack::

CSO Sea says:
::Opens access panel, attempts to reroute lighting from ME and black it out::

Qualiak says:
::Moves the barrels of resin in the line of fire::

CSO Sea says:
::Hands CO a flash-bang::

CO Hawkes says:
::Takes the grenade::

Host Loren says:
<COMPUTER> @  FCO:  Unable to determine at this time.

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Takes a quick look over his shoulder to check their flank::

Qualiak says:
Team: Close the hatch and seal it!

OPS Pino says:
::Comes out from behind the hatch door closing it and drops to the floor and behind a console 
for cover.::

CSO Sea says:
CO: Ferengi not in EVA, we can open the door and toss a few Flash bangs, Agreed?

CO Hawkes says:
CO: Yes, then rush.

FCO Arca says:
@CO: Captain if I get closer to the bridge I maybe able to beam the intruders off

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  MO's shot takes down her two targets, a third comes out from a bulkhead firing back at her

CO Hawkes says:
*FCO*: If you can do that, please do.

CSO Sea says:
::Races to Main Engineering access attempts to kill lights, open door and toss hand full of flash bangs!!!::

MO Lea says:
::Dives (hopefully under the shot) behind another console, and returns fire at the Ferengi who shot at her::

OPS Pino says:
::Notices the third Ferengi and takes aim at him firing.::

CO Hawkes says:
::Follows the CSO, firing at any targets that present themselves::

FCO Arca says:
@CO: Understood I'll be back sir ::fires thruster and exits shuttle bay::

MO Lea says:
::Sticks her head out another side of the console, and gets off a shot at the fourth Ferengi::

MO Lea says:
::Assuming she hasn't yet been shot dead, that is::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Flash bangs go off in engineering, the Ferengi all scream and start shooting blind.

Qualiak says:
::Shoots blindly into the door::

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Follows in last and shoots at any targets as he uses a bulkhead for cover::

OPS Pino says:
::Looks at the console she is at.::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  MO misses being hit, but weapons blasts are hitting all around her

CSO Sea says:
::Dives, tosses more flash bangs and fires at Ferengi::

CO Hawkes says:
::Dives into ME, and fires at any Ferengi revealed in the phaser light.::

FCO Arca says:
::Engages impulse a 1/8 power head to bridge::

MO Lea says:
::Ducks down, and lets out another shot from near the ground at where her instincts are telling her the shots have emerged, and hunkers back down behind the console::

XO_Adrel says:
::Ducks and fires at those with big ears::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Ferengi in ME are dropping like flies...  Within minutes all are incapacitated.  A half filled container of highly explosive Trilithium resin rolls on the deck coming to 
rest neat the warp reactor control console.

CO Hawkes says:
::Runs out and gets control of the Trilithium::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The Ferengi ship slowly begins to turn towards the DJ and the Midway

MO Lea says:
OPS: Cover!  ::Takes the second phaser from her medkit and rigs it for overload.  Rests her fingers gently on the ignition control::

Dracos says:
::Fires his weapon into the hatchway::

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: See if you can get systems online.

CO Hawkes says:
CTO: Contain the down Ferengi.

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Steps on a body:: CO: sure thing

OPS Pino says:
::Starts to work on the console from underneath.::

CSO Sea says:
::Frowns and steadies the resin, kicks the scattering field devices over and attempts to break them and restore the Berium screen::

Dracos says:
::Fires::

XO_Adrel says:
::Gets up:: ALL: Lots of cleaning but good work.

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Gets some cable and starts trying up some Ferengi::

Dracos says:
ALL: Pin them down!

MO Lea says:
::Fires again and looks out to locate the human:: OPS: I need cover fire, now!

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Dracos' shot hits very near the MO, she is showered with sparks from the hit

OPS Pino says:
::Looks at the MO and begins firing her phaser in a random pattern of cover fire.::

CSO Sea says:
*Computer Override*: Emergency Start, initiate command function Intruder Control

CO Hawkes says:
XO: Help the CSO. Let's see what we can get working here.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The Midway's sensors detect a targeting beam ranging

Dracos says:
::Aims a little better and fires again::

XO_Adrel says:
CO: Aye. ::walks to a console and takes a look at what is functioning and not::

CSO Sea says:
*Computer Override*: Initiate Menu for Auto Destruct, this is Priority One, drain all power necessary to execute

MO Lea says:
::Pulls back, exclaiming silently ~~~Ack!~~~:: ::Covers her eyes a moment, then quickly lets off a battery of shots toward the Ferengi and hurls herself across the bridge at the human, tackling him in an attempt to knock him to the deck::

FCO Arca says:
@::Increase speed to 1/2 impulse and stays close to the hull::

Host Loren says:
<Computer>:  Please state authorization code.

CTO_Beokeown says:
XO: Can I keep some of there ears?

OPS Pino says:
::Aims straight at Dracos and fires at him.::

Dracos says:
::Takes cover::

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Captain John Sea, currently administration to Commander, recognize and initiate

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Starts moving the bodies to one side and checks them over::

CO Hawkes says:
::Walks over to a console near John::

XO_Adrel says:
CTO: You know the answer to that question. ::looks at the screen and is reminded why she never worked in ME::

OPS Pino says:
::Tries to get control of the site-to-site transporters to beam the Ferengi from the bridge to the brig.::

Dracos says:
::Returns her shot with intent to kill::

Host Loren says:
<Computer>  CSO:  Identity not recognized, file missing

MO Lea says:
Man: Get down, back here!  ::Pulls them toward behind the conn console::

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Restore from protected Core

CO Hawkes says:
::Attempts to initialize higher computer functions::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  A panel near the MO explodes, throwing her to the deck like a rag doll, unconscious.

FCO Arca says:
::Heads for over the Bridge:: @Computer: When the Midway is over the bridge make an emergency stop and verify if transport function can lock on to the intruders on the bridge

CTO_Beokeown says:
XO: Did you ever have a sense of humor? :: under his breath:: must have had a crummy childhood.  ::Starts looking around for anything that’s been tampered with::

Dracos says:
::Storms to engineering::

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Isolated Core memory location T114000 in hardware Core

MO Lea says:
::Hits the deck, her body sagging like a sack::

Host Loren says:
<Computer>  CSO:  Isolated

CO Hawkes says:
*OPS/MO*: We have engineering. How are things up there?

XO_Adrel says:
CTO: I have one, when it's time to have one. ::keeps her eyes on the console and tries to bring up info and graphics she actually knows what to do with... ::

Dracos says:
::Heads to Engineering::

MO Lea says:
::Begins drifting into unconscious-land::

Dracos says:
*Core team*: Head to Engineering. Now!

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Restore from Starfleet manufacturer Core load which is isolated from all Write Functions, restore command accesses from Utopia Planetia Original Computer installation which is read Only location T1115

Host Loren says:
<Computer>  CSO:  Restore complete.  Please state authorization code

CTO_Beokeown says:
XO: well I’ve never seen it even when the time was right.  ::Tries to bring up in the security  status::

OPS Pino says:
*CO*: Captain, the MO is down.  The last Ferengi ran from the bridge.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  OPS cleans up the Ferengi on the bridge

FCO Arca says:
::Makes an emergency stop over the bridge and fires thruster to get closer to the hull::

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Captain John Sea administrative rank Commander Execute this is Priority One

CO Hawkes says:
*OPS*: All right. Secure the bridge. Stabilize the MO and then see what you can get control of up there.

Host Loren says:
<Computer>  CSO:  Authorization accepted.

FCO Arca says:
*Computer*: Is transporter able to lock on to the intruders on the bridge?

Dracos says:
*CO*: Captain, I have come to settle my grievances with you. I offer that we end this in a fight to the death. No weapons.

XO_Adrel says:
::tries to stay focus::

CO Hawkes says:
ALL: We've got a loose Ferengi. My guess is he'll be heading our way.

MO Lea says:
::Still lying, neglected, on the deck, covered with minor burns from the earlier sparks::

CO Hawkes says:
*DRACOS*: Who is this?

CTO_Beokeown says:
CO: Bodies are secure, What next sir.

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Restore all Command Functions to this station only drain all power necessary recognize Captain Hawkes next to me

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The Ferengi ship fires on the Midway, the brunt of the strike take up by the shields

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Restore SRS and Weapons let me see outside

Dracos says:
::Arrives outside of Engineering::

OPS Pino says:
*CO*: Understood.  ::Locks the bridge and checks on the MO then gets to a console and starts reactivating standard systems that are necessary.::

Host Loren says:
<COMPUTER> @ FCO:  Transporter function 68% efficiency, partial locks attained.

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: All Ferengi Life signs are to be considered hostile

CO Hawkes says:
CTO: Secure ME.

FCO Arca says:
::Engages impulse engines full speed:: @CO: Captain the Midway is under attack going to draw there fire away from the DJ.

MO Lea says:
::Dreams of future things::

CSO Sea says:
CO: I have control Sir

XO_Adrel says:
::Tries to scan the ship to see how many Ferengi are still lurking around::

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: All right. Let's get the Self Destruct entered, and start warming up the core.

Host Loren says:
<Computer>  CSO:  Start up process underway, estimated time to full function, 15 minutes

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Emergency Self Destruct Menu

FCO Arca says:
*Computer*: scan Ferengi ship and see if the radiation is affecting their ship?

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The Ferengi ship trains after the Midway, fires again.

CO Hawkes says:
*FCO*: Acknowledged. Be careful.

CTO_Beokeown says:
:: Stands beside the CO, looking around, phaser still drawn::

CSO Sea says:
CO: Self Destruct is for you now

Host Loren says:
<COMPUTER> @FCO:  Partial scan of Ferengi vessel, detected optical anomaly around vessel.

FCO Arca says:
::Drops the Midway toward the moon::

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: Thank you.

MO Lea says:
::Quietly begins to murmur aloud, faintly, shifting in place a little as she drifts back out of unconscious-land::

CSO Sea says:
::Attempts to activate auto load on rear torpedo tube

Host Loren says:
<Computer> CSO:  Unable to comply, that function required the authorization of commanding officer or executive officer

CO Hawkes says:
COMPUTER: Initialize self-destruct sequence. Silent count down of one hour. Authorization code. Alpha two Gamma one Go.

FCO Arca says:
*Computer*: Identify anomaly

OPS Pino says:
*CO*: The Bridge is secure.  The MO is beginning to come around.  ::Goes to her side.::

CO Hawkes says:
XO: Enter you authorization please.

CO Hawkes says:
*OPS*: Understood. Good work.

Host Loren says:
<Computer>  CO:  Command accepted...  Self destruct initiated, one-hour silent count down enabled

MO Lea says:
::Checks her memories of unconscious-land at the door of unconsciousness and flutters open her eyes:: ::Very softly:: OPS: Eirgh....

FCO Arca says:
::Rocks the Midway left to right::

OPS Pino says:
MO: Trying to be a hero huh?  ::Scanning her with the MO's tricorder.::

Dracos says:
::Yells where the CO can hear him:: CO: I  have come here to chew bubblegum and kick your backside. I am all out off bubblegum.

CO Hawkes says:
::Turns and stares at Dracos::

CO Hawkes says:
::Raises his phaser and fires::

MO Lea says:
::Trying to reorient herself to consciousness-land:: ::Groggily:: OPS: Hey...I'm new at this "seize the bridge" stuff...

Host Loren says:
<COMPUTER> @FCO:  Anomaly resembled an optical distortion

OPS Pino says:
MO: You've got some minor burns and a concussion.  ::Shows the tricorder to her.:: Can you get up?

XO_Adrel says:
Computer: Initialize self-destruct sequence. Authorization code. Beta three Zeta four go.

CSO Sea says:
::Moves over to outside ME door opens panel and manually attempts to open anesthazine gas on the other side of door ::

Dracos says:
::Shoots the phaser out of the CO's hand::

MO Lea says:
OPS: ...And secondly...Um...Secondly... ::Shakes her head, trying to remember, as she obediently - and shakily - stand up:: OPS: There is  a secondly.

Host Loren says:
<Computer>  XO:  Authorization accepted, Executive officer, count down commencing

CSO Sea says:
::Attempts to open all anesthazine values in ME ::

XO_Adrel says:
::Spins and sees Dracos and shoots at him::

MO Lea says:
::Grasp the edge of the console with one hand, and OPS's arm with the other, as she regains her footing:: OPS: Oh yes, secondly - I had a great idea. It just encountered...obstacles.

XO_Adrel says:
Dracos: You mess with the Captain, you mess with us all.

CO Hawkes says:
::Ducks, and pulls his other phaser::

Dracos says:
::Fires on the XO while dodging her fire::

FCO Arca says:
*Computer*: Optical distortion clarify?

MO Lea says:
::Closes her eyes to focus, then opens them again and looks directly at OPS:: OPS: What's our status.  ::Begins assessing the condition of the bridge::

Dracos says:
::Sprays the CO with disrupter fire::

XO_Adrel says:
::Ducks hoping she'll dodge the fire... fires again::

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Hides behind a bulkhead and covers the CO::

Dracos says:
::Tosses in a stun grenade::

OPS Pino says:
MO: I see the bridge is secure, the Captain's team have secured ME.  Now we monitor and wait.  ::Helps the MO to a seat at a console.::

FCO Arca says:
::Slowly the Midway over the moon north pole

CSO Sea says:
::Frantically opening anesthazine values in ME and tosses a flash bang::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Phaser shot from the CO misses Dracos, the XO's shot get his leg

CO Hawkes says:
::Throws a flash bang at Dracos::

MO Lea says:
::Nods to OPS and taps her commbadge:: CO: Doctor Lea, checking in.

Dracos says:
::Destroys the flash bang in midair::

XO_Adrel says:
::Finds a place to hide and checks if she is bleeding or was injured::

Dracos says:
::Limps and fires at the CO's head::

CSO Sea says:
XO: If you are injured tie off the hole in your EVA!

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Fires at Dracos::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The Ferengi ship suddenly stops its attack, there is a shimmer as it drops its modified shields and reveals it's true identity...  The DragonDreadnought ship

MO Lea says:
::Hears bangs and phaser fires over the comm and looks to OPS:: OPS: Apparently it's not as secure at is once was.   ::Heads to a console access::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Dracos is dropped by the CTO's shot

XO_Adrel says:
CSO: I seem okay... all seems fine... ::hopes then shoots at Dracos again::

OPS Pino says:
MO: Must be the run away Ferengi.

FCO Arca says:
@CO: The Ferengi ship is now a DragonDreadnought ship

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Blows the end of his phaser:: Dracos: Booya

CO Hawkes says:
*FCO*: Great. Be extra careful then.

CSO Sea says:
CO: SRS detect the Dracos Dreadnaught Sir

FCO Arca says:
@CO: Must have a holoemitter attach to their hull

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The Dreadnought begins to transport unconscious Ferengi from the DJ.

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Moves over closer to Dracos::

MO Lea says:
*CO*: Captain, are you still under attack?  ::Accesses the ventilation system and prepares to flood the entire engineering deck with anesthezine (knock-out) gas, on the CO's orders::

CSO Sea says:
*MO*: ME is secured

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Moves over quick to the body, and secures him::

Dracos says:
::Falls to sleep, angry::

OPS Pino says:
::Tries to block the Ferengi transports.::

FCO Arca says:
::Engages engines and race toward the Dreadnought

CSO Sea says:
::Scanning Dreadnaught with SRS::

CTO_Beokeown says:
All: He’s down, and secure

CO Hawkes says:
CTO: I want him secured. And make sure he's not wearing any of those danged 'transport through shields' things.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Dreadnought opens fire on the Midway, hitting her hard, Midway looses main power

CO Hawkes says:
*OPS*: Can you access flight controls?

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: I need some shields here and a torpedo take power from Life support if necessary priority one

FCO Arca says:
*Computer*: Computer??

MO Lea says:
::Stands down the anesthezine "attack" and checks sensors::

CTO_Beokeown says:
CO: One step ahead of you sir. ::Begins feeling the body for anything out of the ordinary::

XO_Adrel says:
::Gets up::

CSO Sea says:
CO: She's hobbling Sir but we can limp

CO Hawkes says:
CSO: If you get a tube, remember we have the Quantums. Not many, but if there ever was a time to use them....

OPS Pino says:
MO:  Yes.  It is online.  ::Maneuvers the DJ between the Midway and the Ferengi ship.::

FCO Arca says:
@CO: Sir the Midway has lost main power I going to withdraw if possible

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Auto load Quantum torpedoes from stores and fire up the tubes

CO Hawkes says:
*FCO*: Go ahead and return to the ship.

FCO Arca says:
::Tries to switch to backup power::

Host Loren says:
<Computer>  CSO:  That function requires authorization of Chief Tactical Officer

MO Lea says:
OPS: Can you lock get a transporter lock on the FCO?

CSO Sea says:
CTO: I need you to work on getting torpedoes online please

FCO Arca says:
*Computer*: Damage report!

MO Lea says:
OPS: Just to be ready, incase the Midway starts to falter.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The Dreadnought retreats deeper into the atmosphere of the gas giant, disappears from sensors

CTO_Beokeown says:
CSO: I'm busy, I'll be right there. ::Continues to frisk the body::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Midway's computer crackles over the comm, but doesn't respond. 

CSO Sea says:
CTO: That is a direct order the ship is in danger

CO Hawkes says:
CTO, CSO: Trade places if you need to, but get those torpedoes up.

CTO_Beokeown says:
CSO: I heard you, and I’m making sure this guy doesn't kill use or anything else cause of something on him

FCO Arca says:
::Tries to get damage report on helms panel::

CTO_Beokeown says:
::Turns him over:: CO: Sir, he's clean!

CSO Sea says:
CTO: That is unbelievable I'm not even going to finish the conversation

MO Lea says:
*FCO*: Ensign, do you read?

CSO Sea says:
*Computer*: Load torpedoes, by Seniority of Rank Commander Sea

OPS Pino says:
*FCO*: Beaming you over now

CO Hawkes says:
*Bridge*: If you can hear me, and we aren't already, engage evasive maneuvers.

FCO Arca says:
@MO: Barely things are not great here

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  FCO is transported to the DJ, ending up in transporter room #1

CTO_Beokeown says:
:: Moves the body to the side of a console, and brings up the tactical.::

MO Lea says:
*FCO*: I'm pulling you out of there. We'll tractor in the Midway.

FCO Arca says:
::Materializes in transport room::

MO Lea says:
::Locks a tractor beam on the Midway and begins towing her into the DJ::

FCO Arca says:
MO: I'm on aboard

Host Loren says:
<<<<<PAUSE>>>>>>


